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EDITORIAL
We often forget how much we depend on nature. When we speak about conserving
nature and the environment, we are taking our future into account, because nature
provides essential resources for our survival. In fact, we might be more dependent
than ever on healthy and resilient ecosystems to guarantee long-term wellbeing for a
growing number of citizens.
This issue of Natura is dedicated to the conservation and management of the Indus
river dolphin and its habitat; a species that is an indicator of the health of a river
and is at the centre of the culture and livelihoods of the communities that live along
the Indus river. As you flip through the following pages, you will find out more about
the ‘bhulan’ and the threats it faces, hear from national and international experts
and conservationists, and read about the latest dolphin abundance survey and the
encounter between and artist and a conservationist- bound by their love for the Indus
river dolphin.
While this issue celebrates the Indus river dolphin, it also aims to provide information
about exigent environmental issues. Read what our experts have to say about
heatwaves, which are gradually becoming the ‘new normal’, and find out about the
fashion industry’s changing take on environmental sustainability.
By creating awareness regarding environmental issues and educating our youth
about nature, environmental conservation and climate change, we hope to start the
process of bringing change in human activities that will contribute towards a planet
that is habitable for future generations and pass on the baton of conservation to
them; to protect, conserve and restore our one shared home.
Written by Shahgan Hummayoun

By Usman Ashraf

By Dr Imran Saqib Khalid
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WOMEN AND CLIMATE
CHANGE
While definitions may vary from one geographic region to another,
or from one socio-political setup to another, the underlying theme of
this very important discussion remains consistent – climate-induced
impacts on women and marginalized communities distort the fabric
of societies and impede sustainable development across the globe.

© César David Martinez

Evolution of ‘climate change’
Climate change is a term that has evolved significantly. Traditionally, we have studied the impacts of climate change on our
atmosphere and our earth’s weather systems within a scientific discourse. Only relatively recently, over the last 30 years, has
the term climate change spread beyond the traditional scientific domain and entered the realm of socio-political and economic
spheres. In the last few years, humans have started investigating the ramifications of climate change on societies, economies,
political systems, and religious and cultural norms, and building an understanding about how these impacts are shaping our
future.
An important aspect that needs to be studied is the impact of climate change on women and marginalized communities. While
the definitions may vary from one geographic region to another, or from one socio-political setup to another, the underlying
theme of this very important discussion remains consistent – climate-induced impacts on women and marginalized communities
distort the fabric of societies and impede sustainable development across the globe. It has been witnessed that climate-induced
pressures on water resources, agriculture, public health, industries, and other spheres of our lives, impact the position of a woman
in terms of her accessibility to information, security, social services such as public health and education, and importantly in
contesting to be an equal member of an economic system.
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Impacts of climate change
on women of marginalized
communities in Pakistan

The gender dimension of water and
climate change
One of the most significant aspects of global warming is that it
alters the water cycle - which induces climate-related pressures

As a Project Officer working for the World Wide

through water invariability – in simpler words, either too much

Fund for Nature-Pakistan (WWF-Pakistan), I have

or too little of water when needed. This invariably leads to some

been able to garner deep insights about the

regions receiving higher volumes of water in the form of floods,

impacts of climate change on women, especially in

while others experience more dry conditions, even droughts.

the marginalized communities of Pakistan. I have
witnessed the vulnerabilities of women in the strata

To add to the climate-induced vulnerabilities, exponential

of our society where climate-induced pressures on

population growth in Pakistan is leading to over-abstraction

a woman impede her personal development and

of water, which is stressing the groundwater resources of the

growth, and restrict her from being a healthy and

country. As a result of groundwater depletion, which is occurring

active member of society.

at alarming rates, some regions of Pakistan are now identified as
‘water-stressed’, and are verging towards becoming ‘water-scarce’

Women are the first to be impacted by variations

in the near future if no prompt actions are taken into consideration.

in the availability of water, either for domestic
consumption or for agriculture, and are the

This drastic variability in the availability of good quality water is

ones who are impacted the most by the health

where the disparity has started hitting the marginalized communities

implications of drinking poor quality water.

of Pakistan, making the lives of women even more burdened
in terms of bearing the arduous responsibility of collecting and
providing water for their households. The absence of a safe water

While the effects of climate
change have in fact broad
dynamics, the focus of this
discussion is mainly on the
climate-induced pressures
on water resources and the
implications of it on women.

supply at or near their homes—and the resulting need to walk up
to several kilometres to get water each day—has aggravated the
burden on women, making them vulnerable in terms of both their
health and personal safety.
There is a high proportion of women in such communities where
basic Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) facilities are nonexistent, resulting in daily struggles to maintain the health of their
households, feed their children, meet the basic necessities of life,
and perform their household duties in a dignified manner. Some
of them often live in denial of the grim realities of climate change,
while others live in a tormenting acceptance of reality.
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A silver lining
Despite these adverse conditions, there is hope. I come across women with the determination to keep moving forward and to
push the odds and the invisible barriers imposed by climate change, often unknown to them.

These women keep the cycle of the economy and life itself moving. Imagine,
when such resilient women are empowered with awareness, they can lead
the way for healthy and sustainable growth and become the backbone of our
economic and social success.
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Some of the recent work I have been engaged in with WWF-Pakistan includes the provision of clean and safe drinking water in
the urban slums and peri-urban communities of Punjab. This includes harvesting rainwater through collection systems to provide
accessible water for secondary uses, such as cooking and washing. Additionally, I have been educating women on how to
conserve water at the household level, and have given them awareness about personal healthcare practices.
My work and the voice of these women from the communities has also resonated beyond borders, as I highlighted the
significance of this discussion for developing countries like Pakistan as a part of my speech at the UN 66th Session of the
Commission on the Status of Women, held in early March 2022.
When it comes to the environment, we are all stakeholders. This is why WWF believes in ‘together possible’. It is only with
collective commitment that we can lead a path towards sustainability and provide protection to women against climate-induced
pressures, particularly those related to water resources, which will ultimately be the key to a sustainable economy.

Amra Tahir is Project Officer-Social Mobilizer with the Freshwater Programme at WWF-Pakistan.
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THE DOLPHIN
PROTECTORS OF SINDH

The Indus River’s brown silt laden waters hold many secrets: giant catfish, freshwater prawns, snakes, mussels and, if you’re lucky,
you may even see the once prolific but now rare, Indian smooth coated otter. My fellow team mate - a documentary filmmaker and I went for another one of the Indus’ surprises at the banks of the Indus beneath the ancient hilltop shrine of Satiyan Jo Asthan
in Rohri, Sindh. The rising heatwave made our working at any point past 09:00 impossible, with temperatures as high as 49℃.

Beneath the bridge in front of us, a thin slender snout surfaced, followed by a
smooth sinuous body, for a mere two seconds before diving back in.

Connected by their love for the Bhulan: an artist in conversation with
a conservationist.
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Locally known as ‘Bhulan’, the Indus river dolphin is endemic to Pakistan and in recent
years, these rare and elusive species have increased in number. In 1969, it was believed
that barely over 100 dolphins were left in the Indus River.

Today there are 2,000 Indus river dolphins along a
1300 km stretch of the Indus’ mainstream. Regular
censuses continue to document these positive trends
despite the rising concerns around water security in
the province of Sindh.
Environmentalists and indigenous conservators work immensely hard without much
expectation of praise or reward. The work of the artist in this scenario is to make sure
their labour is seen and recognised.
During the survey, while setting up our cameras, we heard someone behind us, “Saeen,
Assalamualaikum!”. From around the corner appeared a slim man in his mid-sixties.
His beard was dyed jet black and he was wearing a red Sindhi topi and a pressed blue
salwar kameez. Nazir Mirani, known affectionately by his colleagues as “the father of
the dolphins’’.

“I have been rescuing dolphins since 1969, when Dr
Pilleri first came to Sindh to study our Bhulan”, he told
us in Sindhi.
Giorgio Pilleri was a Swiss scientist and dolphin expert with a particular fascination with
river dolphins - his book, ‘Secrets of the Blind Dolphin’ is an in-depth study into the
behaviour and biology of the Indus river dolphin, and the only book to date that focuses
on this species.
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Mirani opened up a page to his copy. Inside, there were stickers of

You can see the melancholy on Mirani’s face. His family still

political leaders and newspaper clippings.

lives close to the river, but the land does not sustain in the way
that the river did. He continues his story of Pilleri, remembering

He skipped forward and pointed to a
picture of a little boy, barely eight years
old, rowing a boat, “That is me”, he told
us.

better times. It was Mirani’s father and two brothers who kept
a small school of river dolphins in a pond attached to the
river’s mainstream for an entire year for Pilleri to study. Pilleri
decided to take two of these dolphins with him to Berne,
Switzerland, enlisting the help of the Mirani clan, who captured
the dolphins, placed them on stretchers and loaded them
onto trains for Karachi. In Karachi, they were placed in the
swimming pool of the Midway Hotel and then loaded onto
flights to Zurich.

He then pointed to a picture of a group of little girls laughing on
the preceding page, “Those are my sisters” and then he turned
a few pages forward. Here we saw a picture of an elderly man
holding a young river dolphin, “and this is my father, Karam Ellahi”,
he stated with an immense sense of pride.

Mirani’s tribe- ‘Jabbar’, alongside the Mohanna and other boat
tribes, left the river between the 1980s and the early 2000s. This
time period saw a boom in gangs of armed highway robbers,
known locally as daakus - huge clans that would rob people on the
highways at night and hide in the river’s floodplain during the day.
Boat communities were easy targets for these dakus who would

While the dolphins survived the trip,
they died only a few months into
captivity, proving what we now know
too well, that dolphins - river or marine
- simply cannot survive outside of their
natural habitat.

take away anything of value that they had.
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Though cruel by today’s standards, it was Pilleri’s research that laid the foundation for what we know about the Indus river
dolphin and it was Mirani’s family that facilitated these discoveries. This research further informed the Pakistani government in
1972 to make the Indus river dolphin a protected species and an Indus dolphin reserve was created for their protection.

The Jabbar tribe - to which Mirani belongs - hunted the Indus dolphin for its oil,
used at one time to coat boats to make them waterproof and as an ailment for
muscle soreness. It should be noted that in fact, this oil has no medicinal value
whatsoever.
Now the dolphin is not hunted and, in fact, Mirani and his family - alongside many others, have been key to their conservation.
Their innate knowledge of the dolphin, its behaviour and breathing patterns, has been indispensable to wildlife organizations such
as the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) as well as the Sindh Wildlife Department.
Pakistan has an immense canal irrigation system in which these dolphins navigate to find food. In the winter when these canals
dry up, the dolphins are stranded. One of the main reasons for the dolphin population increase is the fact that, since the mid
1990s, the Sindh Wildlife Department has engaged in yearly search and rescue operations. Mirani, being an employee of the
department, has been a part of every single rescue operation since they began.
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Mirani’s family is not the only one that depends on the dolphin’s survival for their own survival, there is now an entire economy
and ecosystem of fishermen and former fishermen who are engaged in dolphin conservation, specifically in Sindh.

However, what Mirani’s story does highlight is the importance of indigenous
knowledge in species conservation, even if that knowledge comes from a history
of hunting - there is still a sacred relationship built, that the trophy hunter can
never begin to understand.
Furthermore, as awareness of the Indus river dolphin increases globally, so must the role of families like Mirani’s. They have a
historical relationship with conservation that can be traced and documented through books such as Pilleri’s, as well as their own
stories and oral histories. Without them, the fate of one of Pakistan’s few endemic species would not be as promising as it is today.

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto is an artist and curator based in Karachi, Pakistan.
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GET TO KNOW THE BHULAN
Indus river dolphins are believed to have originated in the ancient Tethys
Sea. When the sea dried up approximately 50 million years ago, the dolphins
evolve from a marine cetacean to its only remaining habitat - rivers.

Status: Endangered
Scientific name: Platanista minor
Weight: 155-245 pounds
Length: 240 cm

Like other freshwater
dolphins, the Indus
river dolphin is an
important indicator
of the health of a
river.

Did you know?
A two-decade long research concluded in
2021 that the endangered Indus river dolphin
and Ganges river dolphin, earlier believed to
be the same species, are distinct enough to be
categorised as two separate species.

Threats:
In Pakistan, most dolphins are confined to a
1300 km stretch of the river and divided into
isolated populations by six barrages.

They have adapted to life in the muddy river and
are functionally blind.

Habitat fragmentation and loss
Bycatch
Hunting
Pollution

What is WWF doing?
Five yearly population abundance surveys.
Tracking movement through satellite tags.

They rely on echolocation to navigate,
communicate and hunt prey including prawns,
catfish and carp.

Scaling up pingers research to reduce bycatch in
fishing nets and stranding in canals.
Reducing pollution and water footprint by
working with industries and creating awareness
among farmers.
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INDUS RIVER DOLPHIN AND ITS
PERSISTENT CONSERVATION CHALLENGES

Dr Uzma Khan
River Dolphin Rivers Initiative, Asian Region

The Indus river dolphin is the most iconic and celebrated river dolphin species in the world. Over the last century, the
species lost 80 percent of its historical range as water infrastructure developed and rivers lost their connectivity. However,
dedicated conservation work in the last three decades has brought great outcomes to celebrate impact; it is the only

Dr Masood Arshad
Senior Director Footprint, WWF-Pakistan

species of freshwater dolphin which has increased in number, from just 1,200 in 2001 to about 2,000 now! Just last year
it was recognised as a separate species which means a great deal to Pakistan, Not only does it place more responsibility
on us as Pakistanis to use our water wisely and protect our rivers, but now globally we have another river dolphin species!
Although the Indus dolphin is a great success story given the population increase, the number is still small, the range

I have been associated with the conservation of the Indus river dolphin for nearly two decades now and have witnessed
a lot of ups and downs in the conservation journey of this species in Pakistan. Despite showing an increasing trend, the
population of this species is only 1,987 individuals. The Indus dolphin and its core habitat, the Indus river continue to
face a host of threats. Climate change and unsustainable infrastructure development continue to amplify the impacts of
the current and emerging threats that this species and its habitat face.
Our work on the conservation of the Indus dolphin offers a unique combination of policy advocacy, scientific research
and community stewardship. Together with our ever-growing network of partners and collaborators including businesses,
we continue to innovate and enhance our approaches to the in-situ conservation efforts of this endangered species

is just 1,300km and serious threats still endanger the population such as mortality in fishing nets, stranding in canals,
reduced flows in the river because of water diversion, etc. This is the very reason we are continually innovating our
conservation work. Recently, we put satellite tags to monitor their movement and study their habitat use, and placed
pingers on canal gates to test if the annoying sounds these devices emit can stop dolphins from swimming into canals
which makes them more vulnerable to entanglement in fishing nets. Besides this, careful planning is going into the
translocation of river dolphins into safer river sections. This has been done by the Sindh Wildlife Department with the
translocation of some rescued dolphin from canals into river sections with low density of dolphins. The challenge of
safeguarding dolphins from threats of fishing, while balancing the livelihoods of local communities and ensuring that
rivers remain clean from industrial and agriculture pollution remains serious.

and its habitat. From deploying satellite tags to tracking the movement of dolphins to experimenting with pingers
to reduce bycatch-induced mortalities of this species, our approaches build on a strong scientific basis and provide
replicable models for scaling up and scaling out to the governments and relevant stakeholders. Building capacities of the
government-line departments is a critical aspect of our efforts.
We plan to take our efforts further to enhance the conservation profile of this species through mobilizing and engaging
national and regional level support for its protection through lobbying to declare its core habitat as Key Biodiversity Areas
(KBAs), UNESCO Nature and Biosphere Reserve etc. Our upcoming initiatives include Recharge Pakistan which offers
ecosystem-based adaptations and nature based solutions to address bigger challenges that the vulnerable core habitat
of the Indus river dolphin faces.

Dr Gill Braulik
River and Coastal Dolphin Specialist, University of St Andrews, and IUCN
Cetacean Specialist Group
There are three main areas that need work to safeguard the Indus river dolphin population. The first is the issue of
pollution. A lot of rivers are receiving a huge amount of waste. This is an issue not just for dolphins, but the entire
ecosystem and the people that live along the rivers. Second is the issue of water and the fact that having a flowing
functioning river ecosystem requires there to be sufficient water. The third one is the need for sustainable fishing. Although
many communities rely on fishing for their livelihoods, some gear types are particularly damaging or illegal and there are
some gears that are much less harmful to dolphins. It is therefore vital to work with communities that live and work along
the river to ensure they are using less harmful fishing methods.
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SEARCHING FOR HOPE: NOTES
FROM THE INDUS RIVER DOLPHIN
ABUNDANCE SURVEY
The songs of local fisherfolk and the folklore become your joy
and inspiration – the bhulan appears in all of them.

If you stand on the banks of the Indus river around midnight and see the boats being lowered near the gates of Jinnah barrage,
you will have a sense of growing excitement, especially if you are part of the Indus river dolphin survey team. This spot marks the
start of what we know as the existing distribution range of the endangered Indus river dolphin – locally called bhulan. The dolphin
abundance survey will begin in a few hours, and you will fall in love with this majestic species and its habitat.

Will you be able to spot more dolphins this time?
This is the key question you will bring with you to the field.
The Indus dolphin is one of six species of river dolphins in the world. It is a freshwater mammal, or cetacean, and can only survive
in freshwater. Because the water of the Indus is murky and muddy – visibility is usually a few inches – the dolphin has over millions
of years of evolution lost its sight, and its eyes are tiny indentations now. It finds its way by highly developed echolocation, or
sonar, and comes up to breathe roughly once a minute.
The Indus dolphin survey is a massive exercise: it is the most credible source of determining the population status of this
endangered species. WWF-Pakistan has been leading this research since 2001, engaging international experts and all
government wildlife departments working within the home range of the bhulan. We now have about two decades’ worth of data.
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Since 1870, the Indus dolphin has
lost nearly 80 per cent of its known
habitat range. The remaining
habitat, which spans over 1,100
km, is the focus of our survey which
covers the five sub-populations split
between Jinnah and Kotri barrages.

Working on research expeditions like the Indus dolphin survey requires the engagement of a diverse group of experts and
institutions responsible for protecting the Indus dolphin and its habitat. This in turn brings a rare opportunity for collaboration
and interaction with individuals from different sectors, each bringing their own expertise and insight, to enrich the experience of
this expedition. They work as a team, a single well-coordinated unit committed to making this research fruitful. Their excitement
when they spot a dolphin and disappointment when they cannot spot one for a few hours are common characteristics of
the team. You can feel that they have their own great stories of working with this beautiful creature. Each one serves as an
ambassador for spreading the message of Indus dolphin conservation.
According to successive abundance estimation surveys the population of bhulan is increasing. The species is a symbol of
resilience and has come up from just 1,100 individuals in 2001 to 1,987 individuals in 2017. This success is attributed to the
untiring efforts of the institutions leading dolphin conservation efforts for many decades now and WWF has been on the frontline
since the beginning. Working for dolphin conservation teaches us the patience and ability to trust the process that helps to bring
a species back from the brink of extinction.

One of the key threats to the dolphin is the loss of habitat
and fragmentation linked to these very barrages. Entrapment

The Indus dolphin represents a sign of resilience, and has been able to survive despite all the challenges it faces. Perhaps this

in the irrigation canals and shallow water bodies, specially

is why most people working for the conservation of this species feel a strong, almost mystic connection with this species. Its

when the water level drops, threatens the survival of this

presence serves as a sign of hope for the Indus river and its associated biodiversity. This makes saving the bhulan our shared

endangered species. Their accidental entanglement in

responsibility: if we lose this river dolphin, there is no substitute to it.

fishing nets, known as bycatch, is another major threat. Also,
the fish these dolphins feed on are dwindling because of

Hamera Aisha is Manager Wildlife at WWF-Pakistan.

overfishing, and the incredible amounts of pollution found in
the river.
Surveying the Indus river dolphin populations involves
travelling in rowboats that float down the river every day,
from dawn till dusk. The river becomes your home for
months and its soft sandy banks offer you comfortable beds
to sleep on every night. The songs of local fisherfolk and the
folklore they come with become your joy and inspiration –
the bhulan appears in all of them.
The mighty Indus changes as you sail downstream, narrow,
peaceful and quiet at times and roaring and daunting at
others. Its murky waters have so much to offer us and our
country. The river depicts our unique cultural and social
values and provides supporting services that are exclusive to
this water body, which is also a hub of economic activity like
fishing. But the Indus river needs to heal - from pollution and
the other exhaustive challenges it faces - and this healing
needs to happen fast, before it begins to lose its capacity to
support us.
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The importance of Supply Chain Management
(SCM) has recently been recognized by major
fashion brands. Brands are often held responsible
for negating the effects of their activities on the
environment, and have to face pressure from NGOs
and the public, making this a major risk for their
reputation in case their business practices are not
sustainable.
This is especially true for large fashion brands such
as Zara and H&M. Both these brands have faced
increased scrutiny in recent years for their ‘fast
fashion’ model of business. Due to this, businesses
are incorporating the Green Supply Chain
Management (GSCM) model of production in their
processes, where manufacturers work with suppliers
to lessen their impacts on the environment, while
increasing their economic output.

©Freepik

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAINS
AND THE FASHION INDUSTRY

Fashion brands are now
selecting their suppliers based
on environmental criteria, which
includes emission levels and
adoption of clean technologies.
H&M, for example, claims to reward its suppliers
if they are using sustainable practices for the
procurement of raw materials, by providing them
with more work. Big fashion brands also make their
suppliers sign an ‘environmental code’ and expect

Fashion brands are now selecting their suppliers based on
their environmental criteria, which includes emission levels and
adoption of clean technologies.
30

the suppliers to comply.

©Freepik
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Monitoring and auditing of suppliers has also become a major feature in the
industry and is driving the industry towards sustainability. Zara’s parent
company, Inditex, for example, claims to have carried out 1,396 audits in the
year 2019 alone. It helps suppliers that fail the audits by correcting their
production processes.

This builds goodwill amongst the
brand and its supplier, ensuring a
healthy working relationship, and
puts both economic progress and
environmental sustainability at
the forefront.
Due to the globalization of the fashion industry, many
brands outsource manufacturing to different parts of
the world, and mostly to developing countries. This
includes brands such as Marks & Spencer, which has
manufacturing facilities in many countries including
India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. This requires a
copious amount of planning related to the transport
of its products to its retail outlets in Europe. The
majority of the packages are air delivered, meaning a
significant amount of CO2 emissions are released into
the air.
To counter such issues, some brands have recently
shifted their manufacturing units to European countries,
which are closer to their retail outlets, to minimize
their transport emissions. For truck deliveries, brands
have started using ‘vehicle routing’, where the shortest
possible route is determined to the target location for
minimum vehicle emissions. This not only helps with
lessening the environmental impacts, but also saves on
cost, exemplifying ecological modernization.
However, this is nowhere near enough, as the majority
of the deliveries are still made through air, as most
fashion brands still outsource their manufacturing
to developing countries. While these efforts are
commendable, much more needs to be done in this
regard.
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As mentioned earlier, the supply chain involves multiple actors working together to ensure the manufacturing and production of
the final product. Due to this, it is not always easy for a brand to be transparent about its dealings with numerous contractors.

For this purpose, the concept of ‘traceability’ has been introduced in the textile
sector, where all the sources used by a certain brand can be traced and their
practices reviewed, if need be.
Textiles and clothing has three ecological phases; namely, the production phase, the use phase and the post use phase. There
are different textile impacts on the environment for every phase, which can be ‘traced’ through this concept. For example, in the
production phase, things like water consumption, use of chemicals, etc. can be calculated, while in the use phase, the energy and
resources used to iron and wash clothes can be deduced. This is where traceability comes in and helps in communicating this
information, and this information can also be traced back to the source of the clothing item.
For this purpose, a technique known as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is used in order to calculate the ecological footprint of a
product, and it acts as a sustainability indicator. The geographical location of the product, where it was manufactured, and where
it is used, are important factors while determining the life cycle of a product. This is so because different countries rely on different
energy sources, such as coal or nuclear, for generating electricity. Hence, the same process can use different amounts of energy
in different countries.

©Freepik
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LCA also takes into account the disposal impact of the material, and

In conclusion, we can see how the clothing industry is slowly but surely

people can reduce its carbon footprint through reusing second-hand

transitioning towards the model of ecological modernization. Major retail

shopping. LCA is tracked through a barcode on the garment label, which

brands, such as Zara and H&M, which have been under scrutiny for their

can be tracked through specific, custom-made phone applications, which

fast fashion practices for a number of years, have taken these concerns

display information related to where the product was manufactured,

seriously and are adopting practices to make their supply chains more

the processes used, the amount of energy used, and its environmental

sustainable. There is an increasing market for customers who demand

impacts. However, as of now, LCA is mostly being used by smaller

sustainable products, and the fashion industry needs to adopt such

fashion brands who want to establish themselves in the sustainable

practices across the board if we are to transition towards a sustainable

clothing market, rather than larger brands, which just rely on the

future.

popularity of their brand name for increased market share.

Usman Ashraf is Fundraising Officer at UNEP - World Conservation Monitoring Centre.

Fashion brands such as Rapanui Clothing,
Thought and Peopletree are leading the
case for traceability in the clothing sector
by providing their customers with a fully
traceable history of the product.
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HEATWAVE-THE NEW
NORMAL
With the advent of the climate crisis, we are seeing a warming
trend punctuated at frequent intervals by intense heatwaves,
which has become the new normal.
This year, heatwaves across Pakistan have broken longstanding temperature records. While heatwaves are not unusual for the
region, climate change is resulting in frequent and intense heat events. This has consequences for people across the country.
Heatwaves are amongst the most significant natural hazards, and have wide ranging impacts, including loss of life. While floods
and earthquakes leave behind physical evidence of their devastation, heatwaves serve as silent purveyors of climate-induced
violence.

According to the World Health Organization,
from 1998 to 2017, more than 166,000 people
died as a result of heatwaves. These numbers
include more than 70,000 excess deaths during
the 2003 heatwave.
Excess deaths is the difference between the number of deaths observed
and the average number expected for that particular location and time of
the year. With the advent of the climate crisis, we are seeing a warming
trend punctuated at frequent intervals by intense heatwaves, which has
become the new normal.

©Freepik
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Epidemiological studies show that intense heat affects society
in a disproportionate manner. In other words, for the poor
or less well off, the risk of being affected by heatwaves rises
significantly. This has to do with access to a regular supply of
energy, to air conditioning, and to water, healthcare and shelter.
The urban heat island effect is exacerbating the impact of the
intense heat and urbanized areas are experiencing greater
temperatures than non-urban areas due to the presence of
buildings, roads and other structures that absorb heat from the
sun during the day, and release it at night.

Research shows that South Asia is particularly sensitive to the
effects of climate change, particularly in regard to heatwave
frequency, duration and severity. Pakistan is likely to experience
a greater number of days per year with temperatures beyond
the human survivability threshold. The recent Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report states that at 2℃ of
warming, South Asian cities such as Karachi and Kolkata can
experience severe heat events, similar to the ones that hit the
region in 2015, on an annual basis.
Extreme heat events can have severe repercussions, especially
for individuals who work outdoors, who are ill, and the elderly.
Those with access to cooling tend to end up putting stress on
the energy infrastructure, thus, resulting in further planned and
unplanned ‘loadshedding.’

Infrastructure such as buildings, roads,
bridges are also impacted by extreme
heat. Moreover, flora and fauna are also
affected. Animals try to look for cooler
areas and it can result in human-wildlife
conflict.
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There are many steps that we can take to combat
the effects of these severe heatwaves. For instance,
plantations have a cooling impact on the surroundings.
Hence, there is a need to enhance green spaces in our
urban areas and increase tree cover. We need to ensure
that our waterways are protected and returned to freelyflowing clean water bodies, rather than as a conduit for
our waste.
Furthermore, our cities need to grow vertically, rather
than expanding horizontally. The latter results in the
loss of green spaces, while the former allows cities to
develop organically, requiring much less energy and
resources in the long run. Islamabad, for example, has
expanded to such an extent that it now envelops its
twin city, Rawalpindi, which has resulted in the loss of
vegetative cover and temperature rise. Developing heat
management plans across the urban and rural locales

The recent heatwave has also resulted in forest fires across

and imparting training to relevant line departments

Pakistan. For a country which already has negligible forest cover,

would be a good start.

this is quite concerning as we have limited capacity to combat
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Unfortunately, we are not doing enough to address the
challenges posed by the climate crisis in general and heatwaves
in particular. Enhanced heat stress is a reality for communities
across Pakistan given the climate crisis. While there are limits
to adaptation when it comes to mitigating the pressure of
heatwaves, Pakistan should take the necessary steps to ensure
that its most vulnerable communities and citizens have the
wherewithal to cope with what is now a regular phenomenon.

Dr Imran Saqib Khalid is Director Governance and Policy at WWF-Pakistan.

wildfires, especially in unpopulated, far-off areas.
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